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Introduction 

HAL90 (High-level Authoring Language) is an authoring development system 
dedicated to the production of CD-I titles. 

Producing a CD-I title consists of_: 

• collecting miscellaneous data, called "multimedia data" (pictures, paints; 
grapl'>Jcs, audio assets, text, nu..rnerical data, sequences, movies, cartoons, 
etc.) and storing them in a digital format. 

• developing the specific software program that enables you to interactively 
consult the data on the disc. 

• building a CD-I disc with all data and programs formatted according to the 
Green Book specifications. 

HAL90 has been designed to satisfy all developers' needs: it is an interactive 
authoring system that can be used without knowledge of CD-I language syntax 
or internal CD-I features. 

About this manual 
This manual describes how to use all the modules included in the system and 
the construction of the HAL90 language. 

It is assumed you know the basics of CD-I technology and terminology. This 
manual does not contain information about the Green Book or premastering 
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software, nor is it an application design tutorial. It describes the integrated tools for 
designing CD-I titles. 

This manual includes five chapters that are intended to be read sequentially. The 
following is a brief description of these chapters. 

Chapter 1 is an overview of HAL90 and includes the information needed to 
correctly install the HAL90 authoring system. 

Chapter 2 describes the features of the HAL90 package. 

Chapter 3 describes the structure and syntax of the language, including several 
examples. 

Chapter 4 shows how to use the tools involved in producing a title. 

Chapter 5 gives the technical information about data production and storage. 

In addition, there is an Appendix containing important summary notes and a 
complete collection of HAL90 language syntax diagrams. 

Manual Conventions 
The manual uses the following conventions: 

• keyboard commands are in italic uppercase: RETURN, ESC or-DEL. 

• simultaneous keyboard commands use hyphens between keys: CTRL-Q. 

0 sequential keyboard commands use spaces between keys: ESC P F. 

• file names or directory names are in boldface: hal.exe, example. 

0 screen commands or messages are in typescript: hal_comp -d -m pippo . 

Hardware and software requirements 
HAL90 requires the following components: 

• IBM PC 386 or compatible, with 2 Mb RAM and a hard disk; 

• Microsoft Windows™ 3.0 or 3.1 

• PHILIPS CD-I 180, 181, and 182 players; 

• Optlmage CD-I emulator; 

• Optlmage premastering (Master version 4.0) and emulation programs. 

November 3, 1992 
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HAL90 Installation 

HAL90 Installation 
This section describes how to execute the install program. 

Before installing the software it is recommended that you back up the original 
. diskette, using the MS-DOS command copy, or the diskcopy program. 

The distribution diskette also contains the file, readme.doc, containing notes, 
error corrections, and upgrades done after the printing of this manual. 

The install program performs the following tasks: 

• creates the applicati9n directory on the hard disk; 

• copies files from floppy to hard disk; 

• makes backup copies and stores the autoexec.bat and progman.ini files in 
autoexec.old and progman.old; 

• configures the system, modifying the autoexec.bat file (which must be in 
the root directory of the drive C:) and the Microsoft Windows' file 
progman.ini. 

How to install HAL90: 
1~ insert the distribution diskette in drive A or B; 

2. change the directory to the root directory of the selected floppy drive; 

3. type in the command: install; 

4. press ENTER. 

The install program will then prompt you for the following. 

• the source drive and path, which defaults to A:\; 

• the destination drive and path where you want HAL90 installed, which 
defaults to C: \HAL90. 

The rest is done automatically. After a few seconds the program asks you to 
press ALT-CTRL-DEL to reboot the system and confirm the configuration 
changes. 
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Installing the security block 

Before you can run HAL90, you must install the security block that comes with 
the software. 

To install the security block: 

1. tum your computer OFF; 

2. plug the security block into the LPTl parallel port on the back of your 
computer; 

3. plug any cables that were connected to that port into the security block; 

4. tum your computer ON. 

After rebooting, HAL90 will be configured. When starting the Windows 
program, you will find a new Group Window containing the HAL90 icon ready 
for opening. 
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HAL90 

This chapter explains how to use the HAL90 development environment. 

The HAL90 development environment uses a friendly user interface. This 
allows a novice to develop CD-I applications using a simple request/response 
mechanism. · 

The development environment executes all the tools in the correct order and 
with the correct parameters. You can also execute every tool directly from the 
MS-DOS prompt or a DOS shell in Microsoft Windows™. 

HAL90 handles the following tools: 

October 20, I 992 

• the Microsoft Windows™ default editor for creating and updating HAL90 
source files; 

• a compiler for generating object code from a HAL90 source file. 

• a script generator for producing a script file necessary to run the 
Optlmage/PHILIPS Master program. 

• the Linker for generating a HAL90 executable title from one or more object 
files. 

• the Optlmage/PHILIPS Master program for producing a CD-I disc image. 

• the Optlmage/PHILIPS Emulate program for emulating a HAL90 title on 
a CD-I player. 
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Running HAL90 
To run the HAL90 development environment, start the Windows program and 
double-click on the HAL90 icon (colored disc). 

The application window consists of a caption that displays the current HAL90 
project, a menu bar, and the HAL90 logo. 

First, you'll see how to create a simple title. Later, the other menu bar items will 
be discussed in greater detail. 

HAL 90 tutorial title 
The data necessary to create the tutorial title have been copied by the 
installation program into the subdirectory EXAMPLE in the directory where the 
HAL90 package has been installed. The EXAMPLE subdirectory contains the 
following subdirectories: 

CODE 

AUDIO 

VIDEO\IMYUV 

VIDEO\IMRL7 

TXT 

The following steps are used to produce a title. 

1. define a HAL90 project 

2. create a configuration file for the project 

3. create one or more HAL90 source files 

4. compile all source files to produce object files 

5. generate a premaster script file 

6. generate the map of the CD-I disc 

7. link all the object files and the map of the CD-I disc to produce a HAL90 
executable file (a file for execution on the CD-I player by the hal_vp 
virtual processor) 

8. create a CD-I disc image 

The subdirectory EXAMPLE\CODE contains example.prj, example.cnf, and 
example.cdi that are, respectively, the project file, the configuration file, and the 
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The application window 

source file of the tutorial title. These files can be produced by an ASCII editor 
(available from the File option of the menu bar) or, for HAL90 source files, by 
the assisted editor (available from the Assist option). 

1. Click on the File option of the menu bar and select the "Set project" 
option from the pop-up menu. This option informs the HAL90 interface 
that you are going to work with a project. To specify the project select the 
project file from the dialog box displayed. 

Now you are ready to perform all the remaining steps to produce the tutorial 
title. 

2. Click on the "Play" option of the menu bar.This option sequentially 
executes the tools necessary for producing and emulating a HAL90 title. 
This option runs the compiler for all source files used in the project. It 
also runs the following: the script generating tool; the master program; 
the Linker; the master program again, and finally, the emulation 
program. All the tools are executed from a dedicated window. 

Each HAL90 tool waits for a user interaction after execution. 

3. Read the execution information and then press the RETURN key to 
continue the title production. 

If an error occurs, the title production stops, allowing you to correct the 
problem. 

The application window 
The menu bar at the top of the window allows you to select the following 
options: 

File 

This option uses a pop-up menu giving access to three different options. New 
file and Open file suboptions run the default Windows' editor (notepad) for 
creating and modifying the source files, project files, and configuration files . 
Both optior..s display a dialog box for selecting the file to modify. 

The Set project suboption opens a dialog box for selecting the HAL90 project to 
work with. The project name is displayed in the caption of the application 
window. 
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Assist 

This option gives access to the interactive interface, used for assisting the 
creation of a CD-I application. This function is intended for a novice user, who 
does not know how to use the HAL90 code. The interactive interface allows a 
novice user to create the HAL90 application code. For more information on the 
Assist option, see Assisted editor on page 37. 

Play 
The play option allows you to create and emulate a CD-I application. All the 
source files belonging to a project will be processed. The source files can be 
generated from either the interactive interface or an editor utility. 

This is the list of the operations performed when you select the Play pop-up 
menu: 

• every source file is compiled 

• the premastering script is generated 

• the master program is executed to generate the disc map 

• the linker is executed to generate the HAL90 application 

• the master program is executed to generate the CD-I disc image 

• the emulate program is called 

If an error is found during these operations, the process is stopped and the 
error is displayed on the screen so you can correct it. When all the operations 
execute correctly, the emulator program is called. To emulate the application, 
tum the CD-I player on and click on the play CD-I application icon. To stop 
emulation, press CNTRL-C. 

Tools 

The Tools option enables you to control all the individual operations involved 
in the Play menu. Use the Tools menu if you wish to compile only one source 
file or run the premastering script generator. 

The following is the list of the individual operations: 

• Compile a source file 

• Compile all source files of a project 

• Make script 
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., Make disc map 

• Link 

• Make disc image 

• Emulate 

Compile 

Selecting this compiles a specified HAL90 source module. 

The compiler produces an object file with the same name as the source file plus 
the extension .obj. The.obj files will be linked together by the Linker to produce 
the executable code for the hal_vp virtual processor. If an error is found during 
compilation, the process is stopped and a MS-DOS tool is executed to correct 
the source file. The source code is displayed on the screen with the cursor 
•positioned over the word responsible for the compiler error. A window is also 
displayed at the bottom of the screen reporting the error type and any 
additional information. You can then correct the error and repeat the cycle. 

This editor is similar to the Assist editor without the possibility of 
automatically generating HAL90 source code. 

Press the F10 function key to save your changes and exit from the editor, or Esc 
to exit without saving changes. 

Compile all 

This option is used to compile all source modules belonging to the current 
project. For each source file a.obj module will be produced. If an error is found 
during compilation the process is stopped. The source code is displayed on the 
screen with the cursor positioned over the word responsible for the error. 

Make script 

Selecting the Make script option produces the premastering script file used by 
the master program. The Make script program automatically generates the 
script file by reading from the HAL90 source files to find the data used in the 
application, and by reading from a configuration file to find which directory 
contains the data. The configuration file has the same project name and the.cnf 
extension. Any editor can be used to write the configuration file . The 
configuration file syntax is described in the "Tools" chapter. A report file is also 
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generated listing the total number of IM-Models, the IM-Models types used, 
and the data characteristics. 

Disc map 

This option generates the CD-I disc map file . This file lists the physical location 
of all data contained by the files comprising the title. The CD-I disc map is 
produced by the master program with the script file as input. The disc map file 
is called with the same name as the project and the .prm extension. 

The master program requires input files and options to be specified by the user. 
When Disc map is run, the screen displays a message window containing all the 
information (input file and options) necessary to execute the master program for 
producing the map of the disc or the disc image. 

l. Read all the information in the message window. 

2. Execute the master program. 

3. Wait for the end of the task. 

4. Click on the exit option. 

5. Click on the OK button of the message window. 

Link 

This option links all the object files belonging to the current project. If no errors 
are found, the Link option generates a new executable HAL90 application, with 
the name specified in the project file . 

Disc image 

. This is the last step in the title production. With this option, the CD-I 
application disc image is generated, ready to be emulated. The application disc 
image is a single file produced by the master program. Producing the 
application disc image is the longest operation in the production cycle of a CD-I 
title, with the length of time required directly related to the total size of the 
application. 

Emulate 

This option allows you to run the application produced with the Disc image 
option. To run the application, select the Emulate option, switch on the CD-I 
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The application window 

player, and click on the CD-I application icon. To stop the emulation process 
press CNTRL-C. 

Options 

Selecting this option displays the options dialog box for the HAL90 tools. The 
following options are available: 

• run the compiler without generating an object file to check the syntax 

• modify the DYUV start value for all the DYUV pictures in the title 

• run master script generator in a verbose mode 

• run master script generator producing a new configuration file 

• run master script generator handling every Cartoon with only one CLUT. 

• Emulate from serial port COM2 instead of COMl 
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The HAL90 Language 

This chapter describing the HAL90 Language gives a brief explanation of the 
ideas that inspired the inventors of HAL90 and the criteria adopted for its 
definition. 

As a complement to the full syntax description contained in this chapter, an 
appendix containing a synoptic table of the language syntax is available for 
quick reference at the end of this manual. 

Multimedia programming 
CD-I can be thought in very general terms as a combination of hardware and 
software aimed at the management of multimedia information. It is the first 
system conceived for managing all multimedia data with a single piece of 
hardware. Therefore, developing a CD-I title means creating a multimedia 
interactive application (containing pictures, audiovisual sequences, 
animations, audio, text and plots) that you can control along a non-sequential 
path. 

Previously, people used the C programming language to create CD-I titles. 
C language, though very powerful and efficient, was not conceived for writing 
multimedia applications. Therefore, a new multimedia language was needed. 

The invention of the HAL90 language for CD-I allows you to exploit all the 
functionalities of the CD-I system. By taking advantage of the technology used 
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by latest object-oriented languages, HAL90 allows you to define a CD-I 
application in the simplest possible way. 

To introduce the basics of HAL90 let's look at the description of a multimedia 
application from a designer's perspective. 

To describe a multimedia application, the designer uses "forms" containing a 
global description of situations, and organizes theses forms according to a 
storyboard. For example, the introduction of a picture exhibition application 
could consist of the following situations: 

• an animated logo with background music 

• a picture with the title of the picture exhibition 

• a picture containing a menu for choosing the exhibition's subjects 
combined with audio narration. 

The three situations can be described with forms containing information for the 
pictures, the audio, the hotspots (active areas on the screen) and any additional 
information needed by the graphic designer, the audio engineer and the 
programmer for producing the application. 

HAL90 defines several classes of behavior that implicitly contain all the 
information needed by the CD-I player for reproducing these situations. These 
classes, called IM-Models (Interactive Multimedia-Models), can be general 
classes such as "picture with hot spot and sound" and "cartoon," or can be 
specific classes used by the designer for a particular application. 

Through the use of the HAL90 language the description of a CD-I application 
becomes a simple navigation among predefined IM-Models. 

Each IM-Model has been designed to interact with you via hotspots. Each 
hotspot is an active area on the screen (that you select with the pointer), linking 
two or more IM-Models. Actions like "goto another model" are associated with 
hotspots. 
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IM-Model 

IM-Model 
A typical HAL90 program consists of one or more sets of IM-Models. Each set 
is a different source file, starting with a BEGIN and ending with an END. The 
names of these files must have by convention the extension .cdi (for example, 
test.cdi). 

A simple way to represent a set is the following: 

BEGIN{ <IM-Model.cdi>} END 

The first IM-Model processed by the compiler appears first during execution. 
The following IM-Models can be declared according to any order, because their 
execution depends exclusively on the links existing with this very first 
IM-Model, whether it belongs to the same set (file) or to a different one. 

Each IM-Model consists of a name, a key word and a set of parameters, which 
vary according to the specific situation. 

Defined IM-Models are: 

October 20, 1992 

• Still picture - full screen picture with hotspots; 

• Still picture+ audio - full screen picture with audio and hot spots; 

• Still picture with background - two full screen pictures with hotspots. The 
background picture allows you to define active hotspots. 

• Still picture + audio with background - two full screen pictures with 
audio and hotspots. The background picture allows you to define active 
hotspots. 

• Sequence- sequence of full screen stills (i.e. slide show), with audio and 
hotspots; 

• Sequence_C - sequence of full screen stills, provided with audio and a 
control bar that provides instructions similar to that of a video recorder; 

• Cartoon - full screen cartoon with audio and hot spots; 

• Motion window - motion of natural frames, displayed in a window on the 
screen with audio and hotspots; 
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A detailed specification description is provided for each kind of IM-Model. The 
syntax is explained through the metalanguage Backus Naur Form. These 
conventions are used: 

• the terminal symbols of the language are written in boldface; 

• the small size angle brackets ( < >) signify the syntactic categories of the 
metalanguage; 

• the small size square brackets ([ ]) signify the optional syntactic elements; 

• the small size curled brackets ({}) signify syntactic elements that can be 
repeated several times; 

• the small size vertical bar (I) denotes alternative syntactic elements. 

The appendix contains the full synoptic tables of HAL90 syntax. 

Still picture 
<IM-Model>::== <IM-Model_name>(STILL)=(<still_body>) 

It displays a full screen picture and then waits for one of the hotspots to be 
activated · 

<stil l_body>::== <picture_name>,<picture_coding>{,<hotspot>} 

The picture is characterized by the name and attribute picture_coding. 
Picture_coding identifies the kind of picture coding adopted. The codings 
allowed are: DYUV, CLUT_4, CLUT_7, CLUT_8, RL_7, RL_3. Picture_name 
must be the picture file name without the extension. 

At least one hotspot must be defined to allow the navigation to another 
IM-Model. A maximum number of 20 hotspots can be defined. 

It is also possible to set one or more ON CONDITION (see General Code). 

Example: 

prologue(STILL)=(present,DYUV, [TIME_OUT, (150), {PUSH_IMM; GOTO logo 
(DISSOLVE);}], 

[RECT, (0,0)-(768,560),ANY_CLICK, {PUSH_IMM; GOTO logo 
(DISSOLVE) ; } ] ) . 
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Still picture + audio 

Still picture + audio 
<IM-Model>::== <IM-Model_name>(STILL_A)= <still_a_body>. 

Still picture displays a full screen picture and waits for one of the hotspots to be 
activated. In addition, the audio is started when the picture is displayed. If 
another hotspot is activated before the audio is terminated it is automatically 
interrupted and the instructions of the new hotspot are executed. 

<still_a_body>::== <picture_name>,<picture_coding>,<audio_des> 
{,<hotspot>} 

<audio_des>::== <audio_name>(<audio_level>,<audio~length>) 

The picture is characterized by the name and the attribute picture_coding. 
Picture_coding identifies the kind of picture coding adopted. These codings are 
allowed: DYUV, CLUT_4, CLUT_7, CLUT_8, RL_7, RL_3. Picture_name must be 
the picture file name without extension. 

The piece of audio is specified by the file name without extension. The coding 
levels are STEREO_A, STEREO_B, STEREO_C, MONO_A, MONO_B, and 
MONO_C. The duration time is expressed in tenths of seconds. 

At least one hotspot must be defined to allow the navigation to another . 
IM-Model. A maximum of 20 hotspots can be defined. 

Example: 

rnainrnenu(STILL_A)=(menul,CLUI'_8,jingle2(STEREO_B,50, 

[RECT, (100,150)-(668,220),ANY_CLICK, 

{GOTO quadri (DISSOLVE);}], 

[RECT, (100,250)-(668,320),ANY_CLICK, 

{GOTO menumostre (DISSOLVE);}], 

[RECT, (100,350)-(668,420),ANY_CLICK, 

{GOTO vitaartista (DISSOLVE);}], 

[TIME_OUI', (1800), 

{POP_IMM (SQUARE_IN);}]). 
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Still Picture with background 
<IM-Model>::== <IM-Model_name>(STILL_B)=(<still_b_body>). 

It displays a full screen picture and then waits for one of the hotspots to be 
activated. A second full screen picture, called background picture, is placed 
behind the displayed picture. The background picture is used to define active 
hotspots. Hotspots that become active make a hole as large as the hotspot 
dimension in the first picture so the corresponding part of the background 
picture can be viewed. 

<still_b_body>::== <picture_name>,<picture_coding>
<back_picture_name>,<picture_coding>{, <hotspot>} 

Pictures are characterized by both the name and the attribute picture_coding. 
Picture_coding identifies the kind of picture coding adopted. These codings are 
allowed: DYUV, CLUT_4, CLUT_7, CLUT_8, RL_7, RL_3. If a CLUT_8 picture 
is defined, no other CLUT or Run Length picture can be defined. Picture_name 
and back_picture_name must be the picture file names for both the pictures 
without extensions. 

At least one hotspot must be defined to allow the navigation to another 
IM-Model. A maximum of 20 hotspots can be defined. · 

Example: 

prologue(STILL_B)=(present,DYUV-b_present,CLUT_4, 
[TIME_OUT, (150), {PUSH_IMM;GOTO logo (DISSOLVE);}], 
[ACTIV_RECT, (100,100)-(200,200),ANY_CLICK,{PUSH_ IMM; GOTO logo 
(DISSOLVE) ; } ] ) . 

Still Picture + audio with background 
<IM-Model>: : == <IM-Model_name> (STILL_B_A) = ( <still_b_a_body>). . 

Still Picture + audio with background displays a full screen picture and waits 
for one of the hotspots to be activated. In addition, a piece of audio is played 
when the picture is displayed. If a hotspot is activated before the play of the 
audio is terminated, the audio is automatically interrupted and the instructions 
for the hotspot are executed. A second full screen picture, called background 
picture, is placed behind the displayed picture. The background picture is used 
to define active hotspots. Hotspots that become active make a hole as large as 
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the hotspot dimension in the first picture so the corresponding part of the 
background picture can be viewed. 

<still_b_a_body>::== <picture_name>,<picture_coding>
<back__picture_name>,<picture_coding>,<audio_des>{,<hotspot>} 

<audio_des>::== <audio_name>(<audio_level>,<audio_length>) 

Pictures are characterized by both the name and the attribute picture_coding. 
Picture_name and back_picture_name must be the picture file names for both 
the pictures without extensions. Picture_coding identifies the kind of picture 
coding adopted. These codings are allowed: DYUV, CLUT_4, CLUT_7, 
CLUT_8, RL_7, RL_3. If a CLUT_8 picture is defined, no other CLUT or Run 
Length picture can be defined. 

The piece of audio is specified by the file name without extension. The coding 
levels are STEREO_A, STEREO_B, STEREO_C, MONO_A, MONO_B, and 
MONO. The duration time expressed in tenths of seconds. 

At least one hotspot must be defined in order to allow navigation to another 
IM-ModeL A maximum number of 20 hotspots can be defineri. 

Example: 

mainmenu(STILL_B_A)=(menul,CLUT_8-b_menul,DYUV, 
jingle2(STEREO_B,50), 

[ACTIV_RECT, (100,150)-(668,220),ANY_CLICK,{GOTO 
quadri(DISSOLVE);}], [RECT, (100,250)-(668,320),ANY_CLICK, 
{GOTO menumostre(DISSOLVE) ;}] I 

[ACTIV_RECT, (100,350)-(668,420) ,ANY_CLICK, (GOTO vitaartista 
(DISSOLVE) ; } ] , 

[TIME_OUT, (1800) ,{POP_IMM(SQUARE_IN);}]). 

Sequence 
<IM-Model>::== <IM-Model_name>(SEQ)=(<seq_body>) [-<gen_code>)l. 

This shows a sequence of full screen pictures while playing a piece of audio. If 
any hotspot is defined it waits for one of them to be activated while the 
sequence is executed. If no interaction is required before the end of the 
sequence of IM-Model, the CD-I application either returns the control to the 
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model that called the sequence or goes to another model which has been 
specified as the final IM-Model. 

<seq_body>::== <audio_des><end_irnmodel>; [{<hotspot>,}} 
{<picture_seq_des>,} 

<audio_des>::== <audio_narne>(<audio_level>,<audio_length>) 

<end_irnmodel>: : == I , END_TO<IM-Model_narne> I , END_TO_POP 

<picture_seq_des> : :== 
<picture_narne>,<picture_coding>, <transition_time>,<effect>> 

The parameters that characterize this IM-Model are the audio piece, the final 
IM-Model, and the pictures constituting the sequence. 

The piece of audio is specified by the file name without extension. The coding 
levels are STEREO_A, STEREO_B, STEREO_C, MONO_A, MONO_B, and 
MONO. The duration time expressed in tenths of seconds. 

End IM-Model refers to the IM-Model that is executed when the sequence ends 
(if no interaction has taken place before the end). There are three possibilities: 
goto to the previous IM-Model, goto to a specific IM-Model (END_TO), and 
goto to the last IM-Model pushed in the stack (END_TO_POP) (see instruction 
section). In all cases the transition to the next IM-Model is performed with a 
DISSOLVE effect. 

The picture sequence is a list of all the pictures' names without extension, each 
one followed by the coding applied to it (DYUV, CLUT_4, CLUT_7, RL_7, or 
RL_3), by the display time (transition_time) expressed in tenths of seconds, and 
by the visual effect used for displaying it (CUT, DISSOLVE, SQUARE_IN, 
SQUARE_OUT, WIPE_UP, WIPE_DOWN, WIPE_RIGHT, WIPE_LEFT, 
PUSH_UP, PUSH_DOWN, COVER_UP and COVER_DOWN). The duration of 
the visual effects (their start time is transition_time) is fixed here, 1.2 seconds 
for the DISSOLVE and 0.6 second for all other effects. 

The HAL90 compiler and linker do not verify the transition times specified in 
the source code. Therefore, keep in mind that two consecutive pictures on a 
CD-I disc cannot be stored arbitrarily close to each other for the following 
reasons. 

0 The pictures are laid sequentially on the disc. Therefore, the second picture 
cannot start before the end of the first. 

• Two sequential pictures must be separated by a display time greater than 
the transition time between the two pictures. For example: if a dissolve 
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transition between picture_n and picture_n+ 1 begins at 200 and finishes at 
212, then picture_n+ 1 must have a display time larger than 212. Otherwise, 
another transition would be needed as soon as the first transition was 
complete. 

• There is a minimum time required between two pictures, depending on 
the size of the pictures and the audio levels being used. Enough time must 
be allowed for loading the audio and image data for picture_n, before 
starting the transition to. picture_n+ 1. 

NOTE: For these reasons, the designer must take into account both the picture and the 
audio codings when specifying these times. 

The display times are related to the beginning of the audio play, so if you want 
to view the first picture simultaneously with the start of the audio, you have to 
specify zero, otherwise the picture will be seen after the audio has started. 

All the names of the pictures must be different. 

The sequence finishes with the end of the audio. It is up to designer to be sure 
the display times of the pictures do not exceed the duration of the audio pieces. 
If the duration of the picture sequence is greater than the audio, the exceeding 
pictures will not be displayed. The display times must be relative to the 
beginning of the sequence_. CLUT_8 coding is not allowed because not all the 
transitions between pictures of the sequence can be guaranteed. 

In the sequence, it is also possible to define several hotspots. Their activation 
leads to the interruption of the sequence. If no hotspots are defined you cannot 
interrupt the execution of the sequence. 

It is also possible to set one or more ON CONDITION (see General Code). 

Example: 

cdisequence(SEQ)=(acdi(MONO_A,1200) ,END_TO logo; 

[RECT, (0,0)-(768,560),LEFT_CLICK, 

{GOTO_PREVIOUS (WIPE_UP) ; }], 

[CIRC, (650,480,40),RIGHT_CLICK, 

{GOTO mainmenu (WIPE_UP) ;}], 

<cdi0l, DYUV,100,CUT>>, 

<cdi02,CLUT_7,250,DISSOLVE , 
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<cdi03, DY'tN,400,CUT>, 

<cdi04, DY'tN,650,DISSOLVE, 

<cdi05, DY'tN,800,CUT>, 

<cdi06,CLUT_7,850,DISSOLVE, 

<cdi07,DY'tN,900,CUT>, 

<cdi0B,DY'tN,1050,DISSOLVE>). 

Sequence with control 
<IM-Model>::== <IM-Model_narne>(SEQ_C)=(<seq_i_body>) 

[ - ( <gen_code>) l . 

This Model displays a set of full screen pictures while playing a piece of audio. 
A pointer-activated control bar containing several hotspots allows you to 
control the execution of the sequence. 

While the sequence is playing, you can activate the bar by pressing the right 
mouse button. The sequence is immediately paused and the bar is displayed. 
The bar defines some hotspots that allow you to scan the sequence pictures or 
execute some ON CONDITION actions (see General Code), and continue the 
sequence, starting from the current picture. 

<seq_i_body>::== <audio_des><end_irnrnodel>; 

<bars_des>{,<picture_seq_des>} 

<audio_des>::== <audio_name>(<audio_level>, <audio_length>) 

<end_immodel>: : == I , END_TO <IM-Model_narne> I , END_TO_POP 

<bars_des>::==[BAR <bar_name>,<bar_position>, <bar_height>] 

<picture_seq_des>: :== <picture_narne>,<picture_coding>, 
<transition_time>,<effect>> 

The parameters that characterize this IM-Model are the audio piece, the final 
IM-Model, the control bar, and the pictures constituting the sequence. 

The piece of audio is specified by the file name without extension. The coding 
levels are STEREO_A, STEREO_B, STEREO_C, MONO_A, MONO_B, and 
MONO. The duration time expressed in tenths of seconds. 
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Sequence with control 

End IM-Model refers to the IM-Model that is executed when the sequence ends 
(if no interaction has taken place before the end). There are three possibilities: 
goto to the previous IM-Model, goto to a specific IM-Model (END_TO), and 
goto to the last IM-Model pushed in the stack (END_TO_POP) [see instruction 
section]. In all cases, the transition to the next IM-Model is performed with a 
DISSOLVE effect. 

The control bar is a map showing the hotspot locations. The length of the 
picture is the same of that of the screen, while the height can be up to 80 
pixels.The control bar is displayed at the line specified in the code. DYUV is the 
only coding allowed for the bar. 

The bar consists of 7 predefined hotspots. The bar is toggled on/ off with any 
button of the mouse, and the hotspots are also activated with any button. The 
seven hotspots have the following functions: 

• execute the 10000 ON CONDITION action, if defined; 

• execute the 10001 ON CONDITION action, if defined; 

• display the previous sequence picture; 

• continue the sequence from the current picture, removing the bar from the 
screen; 

• display the next sequence picture; 

• execute the 10002 ON CONDITION action, if defined 

• execute the 10003 ON CONDITION action, if defined. 

The hotspot positions are fixed on the bar. All hotspots are the same height as 
the bar, while their widths are the following: 

• 68-158 

• 159- 248 

• 249 - 338 

• 339-428 

• 429-518 

• 519-608 

• 609- 698 

The bar must be stored in a file whose identifier uses the same conventions as 
those for the full screen pictures. 
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The picture sequence is made of a list of all the picture file names without 
extensions, each one followed by the coding applied to it (DYUV, CLUT_4, 
CLUT_7, RL_7, or RL_3), by the display time (transition_time) expressed in 
tenths of seconds, and by the visual effect used for displaying it (CUT, 
DISSOLVE, SQUARE_IN, SQUARE_OUT, WIPE_UP, WIPE_DOWN, 
WIPE_RIGHT, WIPE_LEFT, PUSH_UP, PUSH_DOWN, COVER_UP and 
COVER_DOWN). The duration of the visual effects is fixed here-L2 seconds 
for the DISSOLVE and 0.6 seconds for all other effects. 

The HAL90 compiler and linker do not verify the transition times specified in the 
source code. Therefore, keep in mind that two consecutive pictures on a CD-I 
disc cannot be stored arbitrarily close to each other for the following reasons: 

e The pictures are laid sequentially on the disc. Therefore, the second picture 
cannot start before the end of the first. 

., Two sequential pictures must be separated by a display time greater than 
the transition time between the two pictures. For example: if a dissolve 
transition between picture_n and picture_n+ 1 begins at 200 and finishes at 
212, then picture_n+ 1 must have a display time larger than 212. Otherwise, 
another transition would be needed as soon as the first transition was 
complete. 

• There is c\ minimum time required between two pictures, depending on 
the size of the pictures and the audio levels being used. Enough time must 
be allowed for loading the audio and image data for picture_n, before 
starting the transition to picture_n+ 1. 

NOTE: For these reasons, the designer must take into account both the picture and the 
audio codings when specifying these times. 

The display times are related to the beginning of the audio play, so if you want 
to view the first picture simultaneously with the start of the audio, you have to 
specify zero, otherwise the picture will be seen after the audio has started. 

The sequence finishes with the end of the audio. It is up to designer to be sure 
the display times of the pictures do not exceed the duration of the audio pieces. 
If the duration of the picture sequence is greater than the audio, the exceeding 
pictures will not be displayed. The display times must be relative to the 
beginning of the sequence. CLUT_8 coding is not allowed because not all the 
transitions between pictures of the sequence can be guaranteed. 
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Sequence with control 

Each sequence picture file name must be different from the other in order to 
correctly perform the next and previous picture instructions. It is also to 
possible to set one or more ON CONDITION (see General Code). 

Example 

slideshow(SEQ_C)=(music(STEREO_A,6000); [BAR barl,480 ,80 ], 

<tela0l,DYUV,0,ClJT>, 

<tela02,DYUV,300,DISSOLVE>; 

<tela03, DYUV, 600,DISSOLVE>, 

<tela04,DYUV,900, DISSOLVE>, 

<tela05,DYUV,1200, DISSOLVE>, 

<tela06,DYUV,1500,DISSOLVE>, 

<tela07,DYUV,1800,DISSOLVE>, 

<telaOS,DYUV,2100,DISSOLVE>, 

<tela09,DYUV,2400,DISSOLVE>, 

<telal0,DYUV,2700,DISSOLVE>, 

<telall,DYUV,3000,DISSOLVE>, 

<tela12,DYUV,3300,DISSOLVE>, 

<telal3,DYUV,3600,DISSOLVE>, 

<telal4,DYUV,3900,DISSOLVE>, 

<tela15,DYUV,4200,DISSOLVE>, 

<telal6,DYUV,4500,DISSOLVE>, 

<tela17,DYUV,4800,DISSOLVE>, 

<telalS,DYUV,5100,DISSOLVE>, 

<telal9,DYUV,5400,DISSOLVE>, 

<tela20,DYUV,5700,DISSOLVE>) 

-([ON 10000, {GOTO_PREVIOUS (CUT);}], 

[ON 10001, {GOTO main_menu (DISSOLVE);}], 

[ON 10002, {GOTO end (ClJT) ;}], 

[ON 10003,{GOTO_PREVIOUS (CUT};}]). 
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Cartoon 
<IM-Model>::== <IM-Model_name>(CART)=(<cart_body>) . 

This model shows a full screen cartoon with audio. If any hotspot is defined, 
the model waits for it to be activated while the cartoon is executed. If no 
interaction is started before the end of the cartoon, the application either 
returns the control to the model that called the cartoon or goes to another 
model which has been specified as the final IM-Model. 

<cart_body>: :== <audio_des>,<frame_rate>[,<end_immodel>; 
[{<hotspot>,}] ,<cartoon_pictures> 

<audio_des>: :== <audio_name>(<audio_level>, <audio_length>) 

<end_immodel>: :==I ,END_TO <IM-Model_name>I, END_TO_POP 

<cartoon_pictures>::== <<picture_name_prefix>, (<picture_coding>), 
FROM<first_picture_name> TO<last_picture_name>> 

The parameters that characterize the IM-Model are the piece of audio, the 
frame rate, the final IM-Model, and the information needed for specifying all 
the cartoon pictures. 

The frame rate is the number of pictures per second to be displayed-it can be 
5, 10, 15, 20, or 25. The choice of frame rate depends both on the size of the 
pictures and the level of audio coding. If the pictures occupy more space than 
that allowed to comply with the selected frame rate and audio level, the result 
will be a slowing of the cartoon. 

The piece of audio is specified by the file name without extension. The coding 
levels are STEREO_A, STEREO_B, STEREO_C, MONO_A, MONO_B, 
MONO_C. The duration time expressed in tenths of seconds. 

End IM-Model refers to the IM-Model that is executed when the cartoon 
automatically ends (i.e., when no interaction has taken place before the end). ;:: 
There are three possibilities: goto to the previous IM-Model, goto to a specific 
IM-Model (END_TO) and goto to the last IM-Model pushed in the stack C 
(END_TO_POP) (see instruction section). In all the cases the transition.to the 
next IM-Model is performed with a DISSOLVE effect. C 
The pictures used for a cartoon can be coded as RL_7 or RL_3 but they must be ;:: 
stored in separate files all having the same name root followed by a sequential 
code with a consistent number of digits (e.g., log001.rl7, log002.rl7, etc.). To ;: 
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Motion Window 

complete the definition of the IM-Model, it is necessary to specify the common 
name root, the number of the first picture, and the number of the last picture. 

It is also possible to define several hotspots in the cartoon. Their activation 
leads to the interruption of the cartoon. 

Example: 

logo(CART)=(jinglel(MONO_B,600),FRM_RATE(l0),END_TO mainmenu; 

[CIRC, (650,480,40),ANY_CLICK, 

{GOTO cdisequence(SQUARE_IN(2));}], 

<logo,RL_3, FROM 001 TO 600>). 

Motion window 
<IM-Model>: : == <IM-Model_name> (MOTION)= ( <motion_body>) . 

This model shows a motion window with audio. If any hotspots are defined, 
the model waits for one of them to be activated while the motion window is 
executed. If no interaction is started before the end of the motion, the 
application either returns the control to the model that called the motion or 
goes to another model which has been specified as final IM-Model. 

<motion_body>::== 
<back_picture_name>,<picture_coding>,<audio_des, 
<end_immodel>; [MOTIONWIN 
<w_coord>], [{<hotspot>,}]<motion_pics> 

<audio_des>: :== <audio_name>(<audio_level>,<audio_length>) 

<end_irnmodel>: :==I, END_TO <IM-Model_name>l ,END_TO_POP 

<w_coord>: :==(<x_coordinate>,<y_coordinate>)-
( <frame_lieight>, <frame_length>) 

<motion_pics>: :== <<picture_name_prefix>>,FROM 
<first_picture_number>TO<last_picture_number>> 

The parameters that characterize the IM-Model are the pieces of audio, the 
background picture, the final IM-Model, the window coordinates (expressed in 
UCM form), and the information needed for specifying all the motion frames. 
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The frame rate of the motion is fixed to 12.5 frames per second. The window 
coordinates define where the motion will appear on the screen and the 
dimension of the frames. Each frame cannot be greater than 124x90 pixels 
(248x180 in UCM coordinates, corresponding to about 11kb). 

The pieces of audio are specified by the file name without extension. The 
coding levels allowed are MONO_B audio or MONO_C audio. The duration 
time is expressed in tenths of seconds. 

End IM-Model refers to the IM-Model executed when the motion window 
automatically ends (i.e., when no interaction has taken place before the end). 
There are three possibilities: goto to the previous IM-Model, goto to a specific 
IM-Model (END_TO), and goto to the last IM-Model pushed in the stack 
(END_TO_POP) (see instruction section). In all the cases the transition to the 
next IM-Model is performed with a DISSOLVE effect. 

The only coding method allowed for motion pictures is DYUV and each frame 
must be stored in a separate file, all having the same name root followed by a 
progressive number made of a constant amount of digits (for example, 
man0l.d, man02.d, etc). To complete the definition of the IM_Model, it is 
necessary to specify the common name root, the number of the first picture, 
and the number of the last picture. 

In the window motion it is also possible to define several hotspots. Their 
activation leads to the interruption of the motion unless the action executed by 
hotspot doesn't contain a transition instruction (GOTO, POP _IMM, 
GOTO_PREVIOUS) or a PLAY instruction. If no hotspots are defined, you 
cannot interrupt the execution of the motion. 

Example: 

s_mop_it(MOTION)=( mmop,RL_7,a_motp(MONO_B,72), 
END_TO a_mop_it; 

[MOTIONWIN(218,250)-(180,248)], 

[RECT, (100,100)-(200,200) ,LEFT_CLICK, 
{GOTO s_mop_it (CUT);}], 

<mot,FROM 0000 TO 0090 >). 
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Hotspot 
The hotspots are active areas on the screen that let you interact with the 
application. Actions are started by moving the cursor inside the hotspot area 
and then clicking one or both mouse buttons. 

The hotspot is not a part of the picture, nor is its action included as part of the 
picture file. A hotspot simply defines an interactive area of the screen. 
Generally, a detail in the picture, or a button-shaped icon identifies a hotspot. 

A change of the cursor's shape indicates that you have moved into a hotspot 
area. When the cursor passes over a hotspot, the pointer changes from a 
horizontal arrow to a vertical arrow pointing at the hotspot button (An arrow 
is the default shape). Another way of informing you is to declare the area a 
particular type of hotspot (called an active hotspot). When the cursor passes 
over one of these hotspots, the pointer change shape and a window the size of 
the hotspot is diplayed. 

IM-Models may allow a maximum of 20 hotspots, but only one hotspot can be 
activated at any time. 

It is possible to define overlapping hotspots. In the area of intersection, the 
executed action is the one associated with the first hotspot (declared in the 
IM-Model code). 

Two kinds of hotspots are available: geometric (rectangular, circular, elliptic), 
and timed, which is shapeless and is activated after a specified time from 
beginning the IM-Model. The time_out hotspot is not an active (hot) area on the 
screen, but has the same functions as a geometric hotspot, with the difference 
that the action is triggered by time.Only one time_out hotspot is available for 
each IM-Model. 

The hotspot syntax is: 

<hotspot>::==[<hotspot_type>,<mouse_interaction>,<action>] I 
[TIME_OUT, (<time>) , <action> l 

The hotspot_type defines the screen area by a set of coordinates expressed in pixels. 

For the rectangular hotspot it is necessary to specify the coordinates of top left 
and bottom right comers: 

<hotspot_type>::== RECT, (<left_up_x>,<left_up_y>)
(<right_down_x>,<right_down_y>) 
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For the active rectangular hotspot it is necessary to specify the coordinates of top 
left and bottom right corners: 

<hotspot_type>: : == ACTIVE_RECT, ( <left_up_x>, <left_up_y>) -
(<right_down_x>,<right_down_y>) 

This type of hotspot is only available in the Still with background and Still + 
audio with background IM-Models. 

For the circular hotspot it is necessary to specify the coordinates of center and the 
length of the radius: 

<hotspot_type>:: == CIRC, ( <x_center> ,<y_center>,<radius length> ) 

For the elliptic hotspot it is necessary to specify the coordinates of the two foci 
and the length of the long axis: 

<hotspot_type>::== ELLIPT, (<foc_l_x>,<foc_l_y>)
(<foc_2_x>,<foc_2_y>)-(<rnajor axis>) 

The start point of the coordinate reference system is the top left corner of the 
screen (0,0) . The screen size is 768 X 560 for a PAL title or 768 X 480 for a NTSC 
title. 

Mouse_interaction tells you which mouse buttons are needed for activating the 
hotspot. It can be defined as LEFT_CLICK, RIGHT_CLICK, ANY_CLICK, or 
LR_CLICK (both buttons must be pressed). 

Actions 
The actions allow transitions between IM-Models (navigation) or the playing of 
audio. The actions are a set of instructions. Each action can have up to 20 
instructions; however, by using short identifiers it is possible to increase that 
number. · 

<action>: :=={{<instruction>;}} 

The following instructions are defined by HAL90. 

Goto: allows a transition to another IM-Model exploiting a video effect.A 
transition to a Sequence is performed with the effect specified for the first 
picture, while a transition to a Cartoon is always performed by a CUT effect. 

<instruction>:: == GOTO<IM-Model_narne>(<effect>) 
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Goto_previous: performs a transition (using a video effect) to the previous 
IM-Model executed. The consecutive execution of two GOTO_PREVIOUS 

instructions brings the execution back to where the first of the two was 
executed. A transition to a Sequence is performed with the effect specified for 
the first picture, while a goto to a Cartoon is always performed by a CUT effect. 

<instruction> : : == GOTO_PREVIOUS (<effect>) 

Push_imm: stores the current IM-Model in a LIFO (last in first out) stack . This 
instruction tracks the navigation path through the IM-Models. A maximum of 
40 IM-Model names can be stored, after which the stack becomes circular (that 
is, further requests of Push_imm will cause erasure of the first elements that 
were stored in the stack. 

<instruction>: : == PUSH_IMM 

Push_seq: stores the IM-Model, SEQUENCE CONTROL in a LIFO (last in first 
out) stack with the data of the current picture displayed on the screen. This 
instruction is operative only in the IM-Model SEQUENCE CONTROL. 

<instruction>::== PUSH_SEQ 

Pop_imm: causes a transition (using a video effect) to the last IM- Model stored 
in the stack. The last IM-Model of the stack is automatically removed· from the 
LIFO stack. 

<instruction>: : == POP _IMM (<effect>) 

Push_imm, Push_seq, and Pop_imm provide dynamic links between IM
Models. These actions allow you to call a new IM-Model (such as HELP), then 
return to the previous IM-Model. 

Play: allows you to play c;1. specified piece of audio. 

<instruction>::== PLAY<audio_des> 

Set on image: switches the control to the general code (if present), searching for 
an ON CONDITION with a value equal to the number of the current picture 
(considering the order of specification in the source code of the Sequence 
IM-Model) . This instruction can be executed only in the Sequence and 
Sequence with control IM-Models. 

<instruction> : : == SET_ON_IMG 
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Cursor out: sets the cursor shape and color when the cursor is not over a 
hotspot. 

<instruction>: : == 
CURSOR_OUT ( <cursor_shape>, <color>, <intensity >) 

Cursor in: sets the cursor shape and color when the cursor is inside a hotspot. 

<i nstruction>: : == CURSOR_IN ( <cursor_shape> , <color> , <in tensi ty> ) 

Cursor shapes available: 

ARROW, CROSS, HAND, HOURGLASS, LENS, NULL_CUR, 
PRESS_BUTTON, and STAR. 

Colors available: 

BLACK, BLUE, GREEN, CYAN, RED, MAGENTA, YELLOW, and WHITE. 

Intensity can be LOW or HIGH. 

Exit: interrupts the execution of the title. 

<instruction>: : == EXIT 

Nop: the no operation instruction. 

<instruction>: : == NOP 

The video effects available are: 

• Cut: instantaneous replacement of the displayed picture with a new one; 

• Dissolve: the displayed picture dissolves into the new one; 

• Wipe Up: the new picture is behind the old picture and is revealed line by 
line starting from the bottom; (Both pictures are stationary.) 

• Wipe Down: the new picture is behind the old picture and is revealed line 
by line starting from the top; (Both pictures are stationary.) 

• Wipe Left: the new picture is behind the old picture and is revealed line by 
line starting from the right; (Both pictures are stationary.) 

• Wipe Right: the new picture is behind the old picture and is revealed line 
by line starting from the left; (Both pictures are stationary.) 

0 Square Out: the new picture substitutes the one on display starting from 
the center to the edges; (Both pictures are stationary.) 
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• Square In: the new picture substitutes the one on display starting from the 
edges to the center; (Both pictures are stationary.) 

• Push_up: the new picture pushes the old one off the screen, starting from 
the bottom. (Both pictures are moving.) 

• Push_down: the new picture pushes the old one off the screen, starting 
from the top. (Both pictures are moving.) 

• Cover_up: the new picture slides over the old picture, starting from the 
bottom of the screen.(The old picture is stationary; the new picture is 
moving.) 

• Cover_down: the new picture slides over the old picture, starting at the top 
of the screen. (The old picture is stationary; the new picture is moving.) 

For all effects, except cut, which is instantaneous, it is possible to specify the 
duration of the transition in tenths of seconds according to the following 
syntax: 

<effect>: : == DISSOLVE I WIPE_UP I WIPE_DOWN I WIPE_RIGHT I WIPE_LEFT I 
SQUARE_IN I SQUARE_OUT I PUSH_UP I PUSH_DOWN I COVER_UP I 
COVER_DOWN [ (<time>) J 

If the duration of the transition is not indicated, the DISSOLVE effect lasts 1.2 
seconds, while the other effects last 0.6 seconds. 

General code 
<gen_code>::=={[ON <condition>,<action>],} 

<condition>::== <value>l<valuel> - <value2> 

General code allows you to define actions that are not linked to any hotspots 
but can be executed under particular conditions. 

The ON <condition> is handled in the Sequence and Sequence with contol 
IM-Models. In both the sequences you can use an ON CONDITION action using 
a SET _ON_IMG instruction in any hotspot. When the SET _ON_IMG is executed 
the numerical position of the displayed picture is used to switch the control to 
the ON CONDITION action that satisfies the number (if it is defined). With this 
feature you can link different IM-Models to a hotspot depending on the picture 
displaying. 
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Sequence with control IM-Models also use the general code to program the 
four free hotspots of the bar. (See Sequence Control section). 

<condition> can be a single value or a range of values. In the last case the 
syntax is: <valuel> - <value2>, where <value2> must be greater than 
<valuel>. Values can range from Oto 32000. You can specify in an IM-Model as 
many ON CONDITIONs as you want. 

Example: 

cdisequence(SEQ) = (acdi(MONO_A, 1200 ) , END_TO logo; 

[RECT, (0,0)-(768,560),LEFT_CLICK, 
( GOTO_PREVIOUS (WIPE_UP); }] , 

[CIRC, (650,480,40),RIGHT_CLICK , 
(PUSH_SEQ; SET_ON_IMG} ], 

<cdi0l, DYUV, 100, CUT>> I 

<cdi02, CLUT_7, 250, DISSOLVE I 

<cdi03 , DYUV, 400, CUT>> 
<cdi 04 , DYUV, 650, DISSOLVE , 

<cdi05, DYUV, 800, CUT>> I 

<cdi06, CLUT_7, 850, DISSOLVE I 

<cdi07, DYUV, 900, CUT>> I 

<cdi08 , DYUV, 1050, DISSOLVE>)-
( [ON 1-3, (GOTO cronol (CUT) ; } l, 
[ON 4, (GOTO crono2(CUT);}], 
[ON 5,< (GOTO crono3(CUT); }], 
[ON 7-8, (POP_IMM(CUT);}]) . < 
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This chapter describes the production of a CD-I title using the HAL90 language 
and the HAL90 tools. In this chapter, the terms HAL90 application and HAL90 title 
are used to describe a CD-I application written -rvith the HAL90 language. 

To produce a HAL90 application you have to generate a HAL90 executable file, 
which is a low level description of the title. This file is executed on the CD-I 
player by hal_ vp, a virtual processor included with the HAL90 package. 

Note: the HAL90 executable code cannot be executed directly on the CD-I player, but 
must first be processed by hal_vp, which is a program executable by the CD-I 
player. A CD-I application therefore consists of hal_vp and the HAL90 executable 
code. 

The following tools are used to produce the HAL90 executable file . 
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• an assisted editor (ass program) that automatically generates HAL90 
source files; 

• a compiler (hal_comp program) that produces an object file relative to the 
HAL90 source file; 

• the Linker (hal_link program) that links one or more object files and 
resolves references to the data stored on the CD-I disc used to produce the 
final executable code; 

• a premastering script generator (makescr program) that automatically 
generates the premastering script file to produce the disc map and the disc 
image; 
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• the premastering program that produces the map of the disc. 

The premastering program is also used to generate CD-I disc images that can 
be emulated on a CD-I player with the emulating software, or used to produce 
CD-I discs. The premastering program and the emulating software are not part 
of the HAL90 package. HAL90 has been designed and tested to work with the 
master and emulate programs distributed by Opt/mage Interactive Services 
Company, L.P. 

For information concerning the CD-I disc organization needed to produce a 
HAL90 title, refer to the section, "Disc structure." 

Steps involved in title creation 
1. Write the HAL90 source files using an editor (or assisted editor) . These 

filenames must contain the extension .cdi. 

2. Compile the source files to obtain the relative object files with the 
extension .obj. 

3. Write the project files using• a text editor prior to linking the modules. 
These filenames use the extension, .prj. This file contains the list of all the 
object files making up the title, headed by the name chosen for the 
executable file which will be the HAL90 application. 

4. Use the Linker to connect all the object files and resolve the references to 
data mentioned in the source code (pictures, text and pieces of audio) . 

5. Use the premastering program, to generate an executable file with the 
filename extension, .prm. 

To generate the executable file it is necessary to know how the data is 
organized on the disc-the disc map. The disc map is produced by the 
premastering program, which reads a script file containing the 
description of the disc organization, and is stored in a file using the same 
name as the HAL90 project plus the extension .prm. 

6. Create the premastering script file (with the filename extension, .s·cr) 
using the Makescr program. It takes all the information from all the 
HAL90 source files, the project file and a configuration file having the 
same name as the project file, but with the .cnf extension. 

The configuration file is an ASCII file containing all the directories 
storing the information necessary to generate the script file. 
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7. Link the files using the HAL_LINK program that produces a file executed 
by the virtual processor, hal_vp, running on the CD-I player. 

8. Run the premastering program again. This is the last step in creating the 
CD-I disc. The second running of the premastering program includes the 
executable file generated by the Linker 

All the HAL90 tools are MS-DOS programs which run in either an MS-DOS 
shell or the HAL90 development environment (see Chapter 2). 

Assisted editor 
The assisted e~itor is a simple full screen editor with an interactive interface for 
the assisting the creation of HAL90 source files. The interactive interface allows 
a novice user to create the HAL90 application code. 

The HAL90 language syntax drives the user dialog interface, so the task of 
specifying the various application elements in the right syntax form is 
eliminated by HAL90. You only need to take care of the identifiers, the 
variables, and the subject elements composing the application. Experienced 
users can also take advantage of this interface by creating their first application 
layout without having to concentrate on the syntax issues. For more 
information on HAL90 philosophy and basic concepts refer to the first section 
of chapter 3. 

NOTE: The assisted editor allows you to work with files up to 30 kb in size. 

Selecting the Assist option displays a pop-up menu with two suboptions: New 
source and Open source. Both suboptions display a dialog box for selecting the 
files to work with. The file selection gives access to the assisted editor. 

You are prompted for the name of the new IM-Model by a window in the 
comer of the screen. You will be prompted for future input in the same manner. 
After entering the IM-Model name, the interface begins to help you define the 
IM-Model type. The interface varies, depending on the IM-Model's structure 
and syntax. Each time your selection defines a syntax element, it is 
automatically written into the file on the screen so you can view the produced 
code while creating it. 

When your input is needed a dedicated window appears in the comer of the 
screen. At this level, your input is only checked for file type-if you specify a 
non-existing filename, the error is not be found until the Linker is called. 
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A Help-line at the bottom of the screen prompts you for any required input, 
such as the response to a query or choice to be made. 

For a complete discussion of all the language possibilities, see Chapter 3 and 
the Appendix containing the complete collection of language syntax diagrams. 

The following function keys are available: 

• Fl: Recalls Help 

• F2: Suspends the assisted code production and starts file editing. This 
function allows the immediate correction of wrongly entered data or the 
introduction of code comments. Since the assisted code generator builds 
the syntax by following a syntax map, reviewing previously written code 
or code written in the edit mode is not possible. A complete syntax check 
will be re-executed by the compiler. For a complete description of the 
features of the editor see Chapter 4. 

• F3: Saves the currently opened file without leaving the Assist session. 

• F4: Saves the currently opened file and quits the Assist session. 

Note: The assisted editor is a tool that generates HAL90 source code according to the 
HAL90 language syntax. So, when opening an existing HAL90 source file, you can 
only add izew source code at the end of the file. 

The Assisted editor is called using this command. 

ass <HAL90 source> 

Although the HAL90 source file must have the extension .cdi, the extension can 
be omitted when calling the assisted editor. 

The source file must exis, so you cannot directly edit a new file. You have to 
create a new file that starts with the BEGIN keyword (see chapter 3) and then 
edit it using the ass editor. The HAL90 development environment 
automatically performs all these tasks. 

When you edit a source file by adding new code you have to remove the END 

keyword; a new END is automatically added at the end of the new code. · 

During the assisted code generation you can directly edit the source file by 
pressing the F2 key function. All the standard keys used for character editing 
can be used (BACKSPACE, DEL, INSERT-OVERWRITE, PAGE UP/ DOWN ... ). 
The Help function key (Fl) allows you to see the list of all the available editor 
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functions (I/O, cut & paste,search/replace ... ) and the key sequence used to call 
them. It is also possible to use some WordStar editing commands. 

The Screen Layout-At the top of the screen, there is a status line where you 
can find the edited file name, the cursor position, and the editing mode: 
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• Insert: shows if you are in the insert or overwrite mode. You can switch 
modes using the INSERT key or the key sequence CTRL-V. 

• Indent: shows the automatic indentation status. You can switch to the 
indent mode using the key sequence CTRL-Q-I. 

• Text mode: shows if word wrap is active. You can switch to the Text mode 
using the key sequence CTRL-W. 
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Commands 
These are divided into five groups: basic cursor movement, quick cursor 
movement, inserting and erasing, block commands, and miscellaneous 
commands. 

Command Keystrokes Alternate Keystrokes 

Basic Cursor Movement 

character left CTRL-S or ? 
character right CTRL-0 or ? 
word left CTRL-A 
word right CTRL-F 
lineup CTRL-E or ? 
line down CTRL-X or ? 
scroll up CRTL-W 
scroll down CTRL-Z 
page up CRTL-R or PAGE UP 
page down CTRL-C or PAGEDOWN 

Quick Cursor Movement 

beginning of line CTRL-Q-S or HOME 
end of line CRTL-Q-0 or END 
top of window CTRL-HOME 
bottom of window CTRL-END 
top of file CTRL-Q-R or CTRL-PAGE UP 
end of file CTRL-Q-C or CTRL-PAGE 

DOWN 
beginning of block CTRL-Q-8 
end of block CTRL-Q-K 
previous cursor position CTRL-Q-P 
goto line ... CTRL-Q-L 
go to position ... SH/FT-F2 C 

Inserting and Erasing C 
insert/overwrite CTRL-V or INS 
insert line CTRL-N C 
delete line CTRL-Y 
erase to end of line CTRL-Q-Y .:: 
erase previous character CTRL-H or BACKSPACE 
erase next character CTRL-V or INS C 

~ 
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Block Commands 

mark start of block CTRL-K-B 
mark end of block CTRL-K-K 
mark single word CTRL-K-T 
copy block CTRL-K-C or CTRL-F5 

print CTRL-K-P 
erase block CTRL-K-Y 
undo block erase CTRL-K-U or CTRL-F7 

show/hide block CTRL-K-H or ALT-Fl 

move block CTRL-K-V or ALT-F6 
read block from file CTRL-K-R or F7 

write block to file CTRL-K-W or ALT-F5 
upper/lowercase CTRL-K-E or CTRL-F6 

Miscellaneous Commands 

auto indent on/off CTRL-Q-1 or ALT-I 
check character prefix CTRL-P 

find CTRL-Q-F or CTRL-F3 

find and substitute CTRL-Q-A or F4 

repeat last find and substitution CTRL-O or SHIFT-F4 
find mark place CTRL-Q-N 
insert mode CTRL-V or INS 
return to main menu CTRL-K-O or F10 

load file F3 
change word to lowercase CTRL-B-L 
quit without saving CTRL-K-O 
repeat last search CTRL-L or SHIFT-F3 

or CTRL-Q-L 
word to upper/lowercase CTRL-B-R 

save without exiling CTRL-K-N or F2 
insert tab CTRL-I or TAB 
text mode CTRL-Q-W 
word t o uppercase CTRL-B-U 

terminate current operation ESC 

Block Commands-the block commands only affect previously marked 
blocks. The copy or move block commands take action on the current position 
of the cursor. 
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Show/Hide block makes a marked block invisible/visible. A block is 
invisible or hidden after it is selected or marked. The block commands 
copying, erasing, moving, or writing do not affect an invisible block. 

Read Block from file shows a list of the files most recently edited (up to 
seven). You can import blocks from this list. Selecting the load file function 
allows you to specify other file names (using wildcard characters to identify 
a group of files). 

Write block on a file writes the marked block on a file. You can specify the file 
name explicitly or you can use wildcard characters to specify a group of 
files . If a group is specified, a file list displays from which you can select the 
desired file. An overwrite confirmation is required bfore the marked block 
is written on the file . 

Auto Indent uses a line wrap to position the cursor on the first column of the 
line just terminated; otherwise the cursor returns to the starting column of 
the line you just left. 

Tabs are equivalent to 8 blank spaces. 

Find/substitute searches for and replaces a string up to 45 characters. 

File Load edits or creates a new file. 

Compiler 
The compiler verifies the correctness of the HAL90 source file syntax and turns 
the IM-Models of the source file into a sequence of low-level instructions 
executable by the virtual processor, hal_ vp. 

The compiler is called with the following command. 

hal_comp [options) <HAL90 source> 

Although the HAL90 source file must have the extension .cdi, the extension can 
be omitted when calling the compiler. 

At the end of the processing a HAL90 object file is produced with the filename 
extension .obj. 
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These options are provided by the compiler : 

• -s checks the code syntax. No object code is created. 

• -m produces a file containing the hexadecimal and ASCII listing of the 
object code. This file uses the source file name, with the extension .dmp. 

• -e produces a file containing the error message report. This file uses the 
source file name, with the extension .err. The .err file is produced if the code 
contains a syntactic error. If -e is not used, the compiler displays a default 
warning message on the screen indicating the type of error reported. 

• -d produces an object file with all the filenames of the assets used in the 
title. This information may be needed for an eventual debugging. 

• -? displays the compiler command line syntax and options. 

The compiler is prepared to accept source files containing up to 60 kb. For 
bigger sources it is necessary to break the code into smaller files. 

The name of the current IM-Model being compiled is displayed. If a syntactic 
error occurs, it displays a message specifying the kind of error, the place where 
it was reported, the syntactic element that caused it and the element expected by 
the compiler. 

Linker 
The Linker connects all the object files that comprise the application, verifies the 
correctness of the references between the IM-Models, and substitutes all 
references to data (pictures and audio pieces) with their corresponding 
positions on the disc. 

Sin~e the application code can be distributed over many source files, a list of the 
objects to be linked must be provided. Such a list, characterized by the extension 
.prj (project), identifies the application. It is important to note that the project file 
must also be created when the application code consists of a single file. 

Each project file has the following format: 

filename.exe = filel.obj + file2.obj + ... + fileN . obj ; 

where filename.exe is the name of the executable file produced by the Linker 
and fileN.obj represents the name of a single object file. The executable file 
obtained this way will be run on the CD-I player by the virtual processor. 
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To resolve the references to the data stored on the CD, the Linker processes the 
CD-I disc map produced by the premastering program. As a consequence the 
disc map has to be generated before running the Linker, and must be stored in 
a file with the extension .prm. 

Note: to create the disc map, it is first necessary to create the premastering script, 
where all files that belong to the application are mentioned and suitably organized 
on the disc. 

The Linker is called with the following command line: 

hal_link [options] <HAL90 project> 

The project file can be mentioned with or without extension. 

The generated HAL90 executable file uses the name of the project file with the 
extension .exe. 

The Linker can generate executable files of up to 60 kb. 

These options are available for the Linker. 

• -d sets DYUV picture start values for all the title pictures. Default values 
are 16, 128, 128. 

• -m produces the file .dmp, which contains the hexadecimal and ASCII 
dump of the executable file. 

• -? displays the Linker call syntax and options. 

MAKESCR 
The makescr tool automatically generates a premastering script file to be 
processed by the Optlmage premastering program. The script file contains a 
textual description of the data organization on the CD-I disc. This description 
consists of a list including all the files building up the application, arranged 
according to _the Green Book and the hal_ vp processor specifications. 

The makescr tool gets information from a HAL90 project file (and therefore 
from all the source files involved in the project) and a configuration file. 
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The configuration file is an ASCII file that contains all the directories where 
data are stored and some special files. It must have the same name of the project 
file and .cnf extension. Here is an example: 

album_name : CD-I Example 

publ isher : PHILIPS I .M.S. Italy 

preparer: CD-I Team 

volume_name : example 

irnage_name : d: / ernudisk/ example . cd 

message: e: / example/ audio / rnessage . cda 

copyright : e : /exarnple / txt / copyright . txt 

abstract : e: / exarnple / txt / abstract.txt 

bibliographic: e: / example/ txt / biblio . txt 

application : e :/hal90 / hal_vp 

hal_exe: e: / example/ code/ example . exe 

irnage__pat h : e :/example / video 

audio__path: e: / example / audio 

text__path : e : /exarnple / txt 

Album_name, publisher, preparer, and volume_name are simple labels that 
every CD-I disc must have (see the premastering package documentation for 
more information about them). · 

Irnage_name refers to the pathname and the file name of the disc image that has 
to be created. 

Message copyright, abstract, and bibliographic are special files that 
every CD-I disc must include (see the premastering package documentation for 
more information about them) . 

Application refers to the pathname and file name of the application that must 
be executed by the CD-I player when the disc is played. In all HAL90 titles the 
application file must be hal_vp, the HAL90 virtual processor. 

Hal_exe refers to the executable file generated by the linker. This file will be 
processed by hal_vp. 
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Image_path is the pathname where directories containing, tlh.e pictures are 
stored. In the specified pathname there must be the followim:g directories: 
imyuv, imcl4, imcl7, imcl8, imrl3, imrl7, each one of them c0nrtaining all the title 
images according to their coding method. 

Audio_path is the pathname where audio excerpts are stored. It is assumed 
that all the ADPCM audio files are stored in this directory·. 

Text_pathis the pathname where text files are stored. It is assumed that all the 
text files are stored in this directory. 

When a pathname is specified in the configuration file, it JlilJl:lSt be used only 
with slash charcters ("/"), and not backslash characters("\") .. 

The makescr program reads data information from the HAJi..9O source files. In 
these files, picture, audio, and text file names are not completely specified: 
there are no file extensions. Thus, the makescr program handles data files 
according to the following conventions: 

file name extensions for picture files: 

.d forDYUV 

.clN for CLUT N (N = 4, 7, 8) 

.rlN for run length (N = 3, 7) 

file name extensions for audio files: 

.asa for stereo A 

.asb for stereo B 

.asc for stereo C 

.ama for mono A 

.amb for mono B 

.amc for mono C 

The makescr program is called with the following command: 

makescr [options] <HAL90 project> 

Although the HAL9O project files must have the extension .JPtj, the extension 
can be omitted when calling makescr. 
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After processing, a premastering script file is produced using the project name 
with the extension .scr. A report file is also generated, with the .rep extension, 
giving information about the IM-Models and data used in the project. 

The following options are provided by makescr : 

• -o <file name> produces the specified premasteringscript file name instead 
of the default ones. 

• -v runs makescr in verbose mode. 

• -c<file name> reads the specified configuration file name instead of the 
default ones. 

• -x for all the Cartoon IM-Model only the CLlJT of the first picture is used. 
(i.e. all the picture per each cartoon must have the same CLUT) 

• -m runs makescr in interactive mode in order to create the configuration 
file. All items in the configuration file are prompted for. 

• -? displays help information. 

hal_vp 
hal_vp is the program actually executed by the CD-I player. The hal_vp 
processes the executable file produced by the Linker. Each HAL90 application 
consists of an application dependent part (HAL90 executable) and the virtual 
processor, hal_ vp, that executes the code on a CD-I player. 

The main features of the virtual processor are outlined below. 

• hal_ vp preloads the player memory with the pictures corresponding to the 
IM-Models. This increases interaction speed by reducing the search and 
load times. 

• · hal_vp dynamically manages the available memory. The program 
reconfigures when necessary to optimize the handling of the IM-Models 

• hal_ vp automatically changes the shape of the cursor over hotspots. 

• hal_ vp implements a wide range of visual effects. 

Hal_vp handles both PAL and NTSC titles played on their separate systems. 
Mixing titles and system types will not work. If you play a PAL title on an 
NTSC system you will not see the lower portion of the pictures and the visible 
portion will be distorted. If you play an NTSC title on a PAL system, the picture 
will be shrunk and the lower portion of the screen can display random effects. 
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This incompatibility results from the difference in pixel configuration used by 
the two systems. PAL system monitors use 384 X 280 pixels. NTSC system 
monitors use 384 X 240 pixels. 
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The preceding chapter described how to develop a HAL90 application and 
produce a HAL90 executable code. It is also important to know how the data is 
stored and how much disc space is needed. 

hal_ vp has been designed to work with a particular CD-I disc organization. The 
premastering script generating tool produces the script file to create the CD-I 
disc image with the structure and organization required by the hal_vp. 

CD-I Disc layout 
A HAL90 CD-I disc consists of a set of files having predefined names laid on 
the disc according to a predefined scheme. 

The CD-I disc structure is the following: 

/ copyright 

/abstract 

/ bibliographic 

/ PROGRAMS / hal_vp 

/ DATA/ halexe .cdi 

/ DATA/ halseq.cdi 
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/DATA/halbrn .cdi 

/DATA/halimg .cdi 

Copyright, abstract, and bibliographic are special files required by the Green 
Book specifications. 

The PROGRAMS directory contains hal_vp declared as th_e APPLICATION file 
that is automatically executed when the CD-I title is played. 

Data files 
In the DATA directory there are four data files: 

• halexe.cdi, a yellow file with the executable code produced by the HAL90 
Linker. 

• halseq.cdi, a green file that contains the pictures and the audio for the 
"Sequence," "Sequence with control," "Cartoon," and "Motion Window" 
IM-Models. 

• halbrn.cdi is a green file consisting of the pieces of audio for the 
"Still+audio" and "Still + audio + background" IM-Models and those 
specified in the PLAY instructions. 

• halimg.cdi is a green file made of the pictures for the "Still," "Still+audio," 
"Still+ audio+ background," and bar pictures of "Sequence with control" 
IM-Models. 

These files, even if empty, always appear in the DATA directory. 

Halimg.cdi collects the pictures of all Still IM-Models and all the bar pictures. If 
more than one reference to the same picture appears in the HAL90 code, it will be 
stored only once. If the same picture is used in different coding formats, the 
different formats are stored as separate files. All the pictures are stored 
sequentially without duplication as they are specified in the HAL90 source files. 

Halbrn.cdi collects the audio assets from all of the Still with audio IM-Models 
and the PLAY instructions. Each audio asset is stored as a single real time 
record, taking as much disc space as needed for its duration (regardless of the 
level). For example, a 10 second MONO Basset and a 10 second STEREO A 
asset both take 10 seconds of the disc space (10 seconds x75 sectors/second). If 
more than one reference to the same audio asset appears in the HAL90 code, it 
is stored only once. 
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General note about data 

If you specify an audio duration time in the source file, it means you want to 
play the audio asset for the time specified even though the entire audio file is 
stored on the disc. For example jingle(MONO_B, 100) means that you want to 
listen to 10 seconds of the jingle file; if the jingle file is 20 seconds long, it takes 
20 seconds of disc space to store the file . 

Halseq.cdi collects all the audio assets and pictures of the Sequences, Cartoon, 
and Motion window IM-Models. the data from each IM-Model is interleaved in 
a single real time record, taking as much disc space as needed for the audio 
asset duration (regardless of the level). If more than one reference to the same 
IM-Model data appears in the HAL90 source code, it will be stored only once. 

Note: these two kinds of IM-Models are considered to have the same data only if they 
have the same audio asset. For example, if you need to play a sequence and a 
cartoon with the same audio, you have to specify two different audio file names. 

General note about data 
Due to the HAL90 data organization and conventions, you have to take care 
about data production. Here is a summary of all data conventions. 

Data files can be either IFF format or in explicit format. 

File name extensions for picture files: 

.dforDYUV 

.clN for CLUT N (N = 4, 7, 8) 

.rlN for run length (N = 3, 7). 

File name extensions for audio files: 

.asa for stereo A 

.asb for stereo B 

.asc for stereo C 

.ama for mono A 

.amb for mono B 

.amc for mono C. 
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52 

Picture files must be stored in directory imyuv, imcl4, imcl7, imcl8, imrl3<D>, 
imrl7 according to their coding; all these directories must be stored at the same 
level. 

The sequence pictures (both sequence and sequence with control) must have 
different file names. 

"Cartoon" and "Window Motion", pictures must be stored in different files. 
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ti 
HAL 90 Syntax 

This appendix contains a complete collection of the HAL90 language syntax 
charts. 

Summary Notes: 

October 20, 1992 

• HAL language is case sensitive. HAL language keywords must be written 
in uppercase. Identifiers such as IM-Model names, picture, and audio 
names can use up to 12 characters. 

• Hotspot and text window coordinates have to be expressed in UCM 
format, at high resloution (768 x 560 PAL title, 768 X 480 NTSC title). 

• IM-Models using timed audio duration and timed video sequences use 
tenths of seconds for the unit of time. 

• An IM-Model can handle up to 20 hotspots. 

• It is possible to use up to 20 instructions for each action. If short identifiers 
are used, the number of instructions can be increased. 

• PUSH_IMM, PUSH_SEQ and POP _IMM instructions work on a circular 
stack with 40 elements. 

• The frame rate for the Motion Window IM-Model is fixed to 12.5 frames 
per second and all the pictures have to use DYUV coding. 
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4i@§,jji£W HAL 90 Syntax 

ACTION 

· CD-r~--..... 1 __ INS_T_Ru_cTI_o_N_ .... l--0----,---•(D-: -•-
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HAL 90 Syntax 

APPLICATION_BLOCK 

BEGIN IM-MODEL END 
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HAL 90 Syntax 

AUDIO_DES 

~--0---1 AUDIO LEVEL ·1-+0----@)~ 

C 
·C 
;:: 

C 
;; 
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HAL 90 Syntax 

AUDIO_LEVEL 

..._ __ "' MONO_C 
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C: 
HAL 90 Syntax C: 

CART _BODY (cartoon) 

---,•-1 AUDIO_DES 1-o-l FRAME_RATE I .. 1 END_IM_M 

CARTOON_PICTURES 

HOT_SPOT 

58 October 20, 1992 

= 

;:: 
;: 
;;: 
;:; 

= 
;;: 
C 
;: 
;; 
;: 
C 
Ii: 
;: 

-:: 
a;: 
;:: 

s: .. 
s;: 



HAL 90 Syntax 

CARTOON_PICTURE 

PICTURE_COOING_3 
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HAL 90 Syntax 

COLOR 

BLACK 

WHITE 
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HAL 90 Syntax 

CURSOR_SHAPE 

ARROW 

STAR 
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EFFECT_1 

TIME 

PUSH_UP 

CUT 

62 

HAL 90 Syntax 

EFFECT_2 

WIPE_UP 

WIPE_LEFT 

DISSOLVE 

COVER_UP 

PUSH_UP 

PUSH_DOWN ---

CUT 
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:I 
:!I 

:I 
:I 
:!I 

:I 
:9 
:! 

9 
9 

:!I 
:!I 
9. 
9 

!I 
!I 

ii 

s 
!I 

s 
5 

HAL 90 Syntax 

END_IM_M 

END_TO_POP 
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HAL 90 Syntax 

FRAME_RATE 

0 
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, 
!! HAL 90 Syntax 

• 
!! 

!I 

!I 
!I 
!I 

9 

!1--<G) 

;9 October 20, 1992 

GENERAL_CODE 

ACTION -{I) 
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HAL 90 Syntax 

HOT_SPOT 

HS_TYPE ACTION 
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HAL 90 Syntax 

HS_TYPE 

!I 

=-
9 

:!I 
:!I 
:!I 

=-
=-
=-
:!I 
:!I October 20, 1992 67 



HAL 90 Syntax 

IM-MODEL 

(STILL)= ( 
STILL_BODY 

STILL_A_BODY 

STILL_B_BODY 

STILL_B_A_BODY 

(SEO)= ( SEQ BODY 

SEQ_I_BODY 

(CART)=( CART_BODY 

MOTION_BODY 
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■ HAL 90 Syntax 

El 
!! 

!! 

!! 

!! 

!I 

!I 

!I 

!I 

=9 
!I 

!I 

=-
m 
!I 

!I 

m 
m 
!I 

!I 

GOTO 

POP_IMM 

PUSH_IMM 

PUSH_SEQ 

PLAY 

NOP 

EXIT 

■ October 20, 1992 

INSTRUCTION 

NAME ( ~----------.-+ 

CURSOR 
SHAPE 

COLOR 

69 



HAL 90 Syntax 

MOTION_BODY (motion window) 

~-0--j PICTURE_CODING_l l-----0 AUDIO_DES 

70 

END_IM_M 

LEFT 
l/P y 

HOT_SPOT 

[MOTIONWIN -----0~0 

DY DX 

MOTION_PICTURES ~ 
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!! 

!I 
!! 
!!' 

!! 
!! 

!! 

!I 
!I 
!I 
!I 
!I 
!! 

!I 
!I 
!I 

a 
!I 
!I 

!I 

!I 
!I 

!I 

!I 

BAL 90 Syntax 
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MOTION_PICTURE 

--0--+ 
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HAL 90 Syn tax 

MOUSE_INTERACTION 

LR_CLICK 
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I 
I! HAL 90 Syntax 

I! 

l!PICTURE_CODING_ 1 

e 

I! 

e 
I! 
!! 

!! 

I! 

DYUV 

CLUT_4 

CLUT_7 

CLUT_8 

!!~ 
e! 
!5_.._.. RL_3 

I!! 

I!! 

!I 
i!I 

~ 

!I 

l!!I 
l!I 

i5 
l!I October 20, 1992 

PICTURE_CODING_2 PICTURE_CODING_3 

DYUV RL_7 

RL_3 

RL_3 
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HAL 90 Syntax 

PICTURE_SEQ_DES 

--0 PICTURE_CODING_2 --+O 
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=9 HAL 90 Syntax 

:!I 
:-9 
:!! 

~ 

:I 
:I 
:, 

=9 
=9 
~ 

~ 

~ 

=
~ 

=
=
=
:9 ,. ,. 
=-
~ 

---i•~I AUDIO_DES 

- HOT_SPOT j~ -

=- October 20, 1992 

SEQ_BODY (sequence) 

----~I END_IM_M 

~ 

h PICTURE_SEQ_DES 

k) -' 
~ 

- ). - ~ 

j~ 

- GENERAL_CODE 
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--.. ►I AUDIO_DES 

BAR 
NAME 

SEQ_C_BODY (sequence with control 

END_IM_M 

HAL 90 Syntax 

[BAR 

BAR 
HEIGHT 

._._.._ PICTURE_SEQ_DES 1-----.------------T-------l►(D---. 

GENERAL_CODE 
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,. 
!9 HAL 90 Syntax 

9 
9 
:I 
:t 

=91 

=
=:s . 
=
=
:s ,. 
,. 
:s 
:S October 20, 1992 

STILL_A_BODY (still picture+ audio) 

AUDIO_DES HOT_SPOT 

77 



HAL 90 Syntax 

STILL_B_A_BODY (still picture + audio+ background) 

,_____.►, PICTURE_CODING_ 1 --0 

HOT_SPOT _,0__.. 
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;.9 

~ 

~ 
;:I 

=9 
~ 

~ 

:.s 
~ 

=
;s 
;ti 

~ 

~ 

:ti 

HAL 90 Syntax 

STILL_B_BODY (still picture + audio) 

--- PICTURE_CODING_ 1 t---- HOT_SPOT 
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HAL 90 Syntax 

STILL_BODY (still picture) 

PICTURE_CODING_ 1 HOT_SPOT 
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:.9 
~ 

::!! 
:! 

= = 
:!S 

= 
:9 
:9 
:!! 
:!I 
:,9 

=9 
:!I 
:9 
:I 
::I 

=
=
::II 
:II 

=
=
:s 

A 
Actions 

Cursor in 32 
Cursor out 32 
Goto 30 
Goto_previous 31 
Nop 32 
Play 31 
Pop_imm 31 
Push_imm 31 
Push_seq 31 
Set on image 31 

Application window 
Assist 8 
Compile 9 
Compile all 9 
Disc image 10 
Disc map 10 
Emulate 10 
File 7 
Link 10 
Make script 9 
Options 11 
Play 8 
Tools 8 

Assisted editor 37 
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C 
CD-I Disc layout 49 
Commands 40 
Compiler 42 
Cover_down 32 
Cover_up 32 
Cut 32 

D 
Data files 50 
Dissolve 32 

Index 

Documentation conventions 2 

G 
General code 33 
General note about data 51 

H 
HAL90 I 
HAL90 Installation 3 
HAL-VP 47 
Hardware and software requirements 2 

I 
IM-model 

Actions 30 
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L 

Cartoon 26 
Hotspot 29 
Motion window 27 
Sequence 19 
Sequence with control 22 
Still picture 16 
Still picture + audio 17 
Still picture + audio with background 

18 
Still picture with background 18 

Linker 43 

M 
MAKESCR 44 
Multimedia programming 13 

p 
Push_down 32 
Push_up 32 

s 
Square in 32 
Square out 32 
Summary Notes 53 

V 
Video effects 32 

w 
Wipe down 32 
Wipe left 32 
Wipe right 32 
Wipe up 32 
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